which was supposed to be discrete of rank r=l.
In the prolongation of this valuation to a separable extension, it is possible to specify independently the ramification indices, the extensions of the residue class field and the tree to be generated by the prolongations of the valuation.
(d) It is our purpose here to complete our previous investigations, obtaining a similar theorem, starting from a finite set of discrete valuations of rank r ^ 1 in a field K, which may generate any tree whatsoever.
We obtain an existence theorem, whose full statement will be given after adequate terminology is introduced.
1. Definitions. In order to prepare for the statement of the main theorem we must introduce several concepts.
Definition.
A free (of length r = 0) is a set X satisfying: (1) X is a finite ordered set (by a relation ^);
(2) X has first element ô ; (3) for every element y e X the set {y ' e X | y ' ^ y} is totally ordered ; (4) all the maximal chains in X have r + 1 elements (these conditions are mutually independent).
It follows that:
(5) X is an inf-lattice: if y, y'eX then there exists the infimum y a y'eX. Definition. Let X be a tree. The /en0f A of y e X is said to be I «Ay) = I whenever the set {y'eï|y'^y} has l + l elements. In particular, ô has length 0, the maximal elements of X have length r (equal to the length of X).
We denote by 9JÍ the set of all maximal elements of X and by 23 the set of all elements of X with length 1.
Definition. A value function of the tree X (of length r) is a mapping T that associates to each yeX a totally ordered abelian additive group, T(y),satisfying the following conditions: (6) T(y) is a group of rank r if and only if y is a maximal element of X; (7) if y' ^ y there exists a homomorphism ( of ordered groups) 0vy: T(y) -» T(y') which is onto T(y'), and moreover, this homomorphism is an isomorphism if and only if y = y'; (8) if y" á y' = y then 6yy = 0y.,y.. o 9y,.,..
From the above conditions 6, 7, 8, we deduce: (9) r(y) is a group of rank / if and only if y is an element of length I of X; (10) T(ô) = 0, trivial group. Definition. A field function of the tree X (of length r) is a mapping ft that associates to each yeX, y # <5, a field ft(y), satisfying the following conditions : (11) if y' <L y, y' # ô, there exists a place nyly' of ft(y'), with value field equal to ft(y) (in particular, this place is trivial if and only if y' = y); (12) if y" á fá y, y" *» S then rty/y" -(ny/y')°(^'/v").
Definition. Let ï be a tree, T a value function of X and ft a field function of X. The triple (I = {X, T, ft} is called a configuration. We say that G has length equal to the length of the tree X.
Definition. Let G = {X, T, ft}, (£' = {X', T', ft'} be configurations. A mapping T.X-+X' which is an order preserving isomorphism from X onto X' is called an isomorphism of G onto G' whenever the following conditions are satisfied:
(13) for every yea: : Y(y) = r'(/(y)); (14) for every y eX, y * b : ft(y) = ft'(/(y)).
A finite set 23 of valuations of finite rank r of a field K defines a configuration in the following way.
Let X be the set of all valuations of K coarser than at least one of the given valuations. Then, X is a tree of length r, as it is well known (cf. [6; 8] ).
For each valuation veX let us consider its value group viK); the mapping v -»• viK) is a value function of the tree X. If v' ^ v in X, then there exists a prime ideal P of the ring of v, such that v' = vP; if A is the isolated subgroup of viK) corresponding to P, we take 0"_"-: t>(K) -» v'(K) to be the quotient mapping by A.
For each nontrivial valuation veX, let us consider the residue class field K/v of K with respect to v; the mapping v -+ K/v is a field function of the tree X. If t>' <s » in £, if »' = t)p, let t>/P be the valuation of K/v' having ring AjP; we take njv' to be the place of the field K/v' associated with the valuation vjP.
Hence, we have assigned to K and the set 23 of valuations the configuration G = {X,v-*viK), v-+ K/v}, which we call the configuration of K generated by the set 23 of valuations of rank r.
Definition. A tree X is a prolongation of a tree X (or lies over X) when there exists a mapping p :X-^-X such that: (15) p is an order-preserving mapping onto X; (16) for every yeX: Zz(y) = hipiy)); (17) if y, y'eX and p(y) < p(y') there exists yie2 such that y ^ y[ and Piy'i) = PÍy')'< (these conditions are mutually independent). It follows that: (18) if y < y' in % then p(y) < p(y') in 2; (19) p(y) = ô if and only if y = ô; (20) p(y) is maximal in % if and only if y is maximal in X; (21) the length of (£ is equal to the length of C Definition. A configuration (£ = {X,T, ft} is a prolongation of a'configuration G = {I, r,ft} (or lies over (£) whenever the tree X is a prolongation of X (with a mapping p) in such a way that:
(22) for every yeX the group T(p(y)) is an ordered subgroup of the group L(y);
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (23) if y' ^ y then 0p(y)i(,(y0 is the restriction of 6y¡r to r(p(y)); i (24) for every ye 2, y ^ ô, the field $t(p(y)) is a subfield of R(y); (25) if y' ^ y, y' ? Ô, then Jtp(y)/p(y') is the restriction of nyly' to Ä(p(y')).
It follows that the groups T(y), T(p(y)) have the same rank, equal to /s(y) = h(p(y))- Let X be a field and 35 a finite set of valuations of rank r of X; let X be an algebraic extension of degree n over X and 33 be the (finite) set of valuations of X extending the valuations in 33.
Then, the configuration f£ of X, generated by the set 93, is a prolongation of the configuration C of X generated by the set SL Indeed, we take for p(v) the restriction of the valuation v to the subfield X and we conclude using well-known results of the theory of valuations [8 ; 10].
Let us denote by 2(23) the tree defined by the set of valuations SÎ and by X(93) the tree defined by the set 93 of their prolongations to X.
If v e 2(93), let 5(f) = {v' e 93 |u'^u}; in this set we introduce the equivalence relation v' = v" (in $(v)) when v', v" have the same restriction to X.
We point out the following trivial facts: 3(u0) = 93 (where t;0 is the trivial Let9B be the set of all we 2(93) having rank 1. In 973 we define the equivalence relation: wx = w2 (in 9B) whenever their restrictions to X coincide. If we2(9}), and it has rank 1, \et(èx(w) = {we3!B| the restriction of w to X is w}; then (¿x(w) is an equivalence class in 913. Now, if ve 33, if m» is the unique valuation of X, of rank 1, v ^ w, we have: the sets (£(») ng(vv), where we(&x(w), are pairwise disjoint, (2) (£(»)= U WnW and (£(») n g(w) ^ 0 if and only if we&x(w).
We give now a proof of these last assertions. If w,w' e ¡èx(w), w # w', then 5(w) n 5(w') = 0, hence the sets <£(»)n3(w) are pairwise disjoint; if ue93 has restriction to X equal to v, then the unique valuation of rank 1 w,v~2lw, has restriction w, so we(£x(w) and tie<S(r)n0'W; finally, let we&x(w), then (cf.
[10]), there must exist a valuation t; of X whose restriction to X is » and such that w ^ v, which shows that (£(») n $(w) # 0; conversely, if ve(S(v) O 5(WX then the restriction of w is coarser than v, hence coincides with w.
Let us suppose, furthermore, that: (i) each valuation v e 31 is discrete of rank r ; (ii) for each valuation v' strictly coarser than some of the valuations ue23, the residue class field K/v' is a separable extension of K/v' (where v' is the restriction of v' to K); in particular , K is also a separable extension of K.
If v e 2(23) and v is its restriction to K, we let e(i>) = (t<K) (cf.
[10]). In particular, when we consider the trivial valuation, we obtain for each valuation v e SI :
All these considerations suggest us to introduce some definitions and notations.
Let G = {2, T, ft} be a configuration, let G = {X, T, ft} be a prolongation of the configuration G, p the covering mapping.
For each y e X let g(y) = {y' e X | y' = y, y' maximal in X} ; in this set we introduce the equivalence relation y'sy" (in 3Ky)) whenever p(y') = p(y").
(26) We have: g(<5) = SETI (set of all maximal elements of X); if yi,y2e!£, yt ^ y2 and yuy2 have the same length, then g(y,) n 3f(y2) = 0; if 7i,y26£> yx ^ y2 then gfa) 2 3í(y2).
The proofs are straightforward. For each y eSDl (set of maximal elements of 2), let G(y) = {ye£|p(y) = y}; hence each y e G(y) has length r and G(y) is an equivalence class in SR.
Let 23 be the set of all ßeX with length 1. In 23 we define the equivalence relation: ßi=ß2 (in 23) whenever p(ßi) = p(ß2). If ße2, with length 1, let ®i(ß) = {/?e23|p(/3) = ß}: then Gi(ß) is not empty and it is an equivalence class in 23. so that p(j3) = ß and ße (^(ß). Definition. Let (Ê = {2, T,jt}, G = {2,r, ft}, be configurations such that £ is a prolongation of (£. We say that (£ is an admissibble prolongation of (Ê whenever: (28) for every y e 2 the index (T(y) : T(p(y))) is finite, denoted by e(y) ; (29) for every y e 2, y # <5, the field ft(y) is a separable extension of ft(p(y)) of finite degree, denoted by/(y);
(30) for every y' e2, y' # <5 and for each equivalence class (£ of 3(y'):
(31) for any two equivalence classes (£, (£' in 5(ó) = 9JI we have:
2. The theorem. We want to now prove the following converse existence theorem :
Theorem. Let K be a field, 33 a finite set of discrete valuations of rank r ^ 1 of the field K, let (Ê = {2, »-»-»(X), »-* K/v} be the configuration of K generated by the given set of valuations. We suppose:
(32) for each ueZ having rank strictly smaller than r, there exists a discrete valuation v' of rank r such that v' a v = u for every t> e SJ, v > u.
Let (Z be a configuration which is an admissible prolongation of (£, and denote by p:2->2 the covering mapping o/(£ over (£. Then, there exists a finite extension X|X such that:
(33) X| X is separable; (34) there exists an isomorphism I of the configuration (£ onto the configuration of X generated by the set 93 of valuations which extend the valuations of 3Î to X, in such a way that p(y) is equal to the restriction to X of the valuation Ky)ofK; Proof. The theorem will be proved by induction on the rank r. If r = 1 the theorem reduces to Krull's existence theorem [5] , the hypothesis 32 being exactly Krull's hypothesis of the existence of a further discrete valuation of rank 1 in K.
P. RIBENBOIM [November
We now suppose that r > 1 and that the theorem is true for fields with the above properties and given valuations of rank at most r -1.
Let 23 be the set of elements of length 1 in X.
For each ße 23 we shall define a configuration G^. Let Xß = {y eX\ ß ^ y} ; Xß is again a tree, with first element ß and length r -1 > 0. We remark that lZß(y) = lz(y) -1 for every y eXß.
Let Tß be a mapping that associates to each y e Xß the following totally ordered abelian additive group : Tp(y) = ker 97fß.
Then Tß is a value function for the tree Xß. Indeed, Tß(y) is a group of rank r -1 if and only if y is a maximal element of Xß, because riß) has rank 1, hence ker 9y¡f has rank r -1 whenever T(y) has rank r. If y' ^ y we define (0,jL,y' : Tßiy) -* Tßiy') as the restriction of 0y>y. to Tp(y); for that purpose, we must notice that from ß ^ y' ^ y it follows that 97if = 6y.tßo9yy,, hence Tß(y) = ker0y£ = 0~¿ (ker 6y',ß) = 6y,y'[Tß(y')]; on the other hand, (6ß)7ir is onto T^y') = ker 9y.ß as is shown by the commutative exact diagram below: Finally, if y" ^ y' i£ y then (0ß)>>y» = (fyV,y" ° (öp)y,y-because those mappings are defined as restrictions of corresponding mappings 0yy-, öy>y», 0y._y».
Let now Rß be the mapping that associates to each y e Zß, y # ß, the field Rßil) = &(y)', we put also (nß)yly' = nßjy' whenever ß < y' S VThen, this mapping is a field function for the tree Xß, the conditions being trivially satisfied.
This being so, we now have, for every ;8e93, a configuration &ß -{Zß,Tß,$tß} whose tree has length r -1.
Let SB be the set of valuations we2 having rank 1; hence, by 16, SB = p(93). For each we SB, let 9J(w) = {t>e93|»^ w}; then the sets 93(w) are pairwise disjoint and their union is 93. For each w e SB we denote also by ß^w) = {ß e 93| p(ß) = w}, hence these sets are nonempty, pairwise disjoint and their union is 93. Similarly, for each v e 93 let g(t>) = {ye2|p(y) = »}, let we SB be the unique valuation of rank 1 such that w g », then: ße(£x(w) if and only if G(i')n5(jS)*0, and <£(») = U (<£(») n W)) these sets being pairwise disjoint, by 27.
We remark also that the maximal ideal Q of the valuation ring of w e SB is a prime ideal of the ring of every valuation v e 2 , v ^ w.
For each ße 93let X^, =X/w be the residue class field of X with respect to p(ß) = w and for every » e 2, v ^ w, let v = u/Q; the fields Xp, X^ coincide when p(/0 = PinThen Zß -{v = vjQ | » e 2, o ^ w = p(/?)} coincides with the tree of Xp generated by the set 93/, = {v\ ve93, v ^ w = p(0)} (cf. [6] ).
We want to show now that the configuration &ß is an admissible prolongation of the configuration C^ of X^,, (^ = {2^, v-+v(Kß), v-*Kßl~v}, generated by the set 93^ of valuations of X^.
Let pß :Zß-*Xß be defined by pß(y) = p(y)/Q. We have indeed pß(y)eZß be- (llß) Let y, y'e%ß and pP(y) < pß(y'); then p(y) <p(y'), hence (by 17) there exists yie2, such that y<y/ and p(y[)=p(y'), hence pß(y'x) -pß(y'); from ß g y < y'x it follows that yi e2". 
Indeed, we remark that v/P = v/P and by hypothesis the restriction of the place Jiy/y': ft(y')-> R(y) is the place associated to viP; we conclude noting that &ß(y') = ft(?0, ft^y) = Ä(y) and (nß)yly' = ityJy'.
We know now that üß is a prolongation of C,ß, and we proceed to prove that it is an admissible prolongation. It is an immediate consequence of the hypothesis, noticing that Rß(y) = Si(y) and Kßjv = Kit.
(30J?) For each y^ß, let %ß(y) = {y'e%ß\y ■£ y', y' maximal in 2,}; let y' = y" in %ß(y) whenever pß(y') -pß(y"). We want to show that for every y e 2^, y # ß, and for every equivalence class <&ß in $ß(y) we have The left-hand side being independent of (S, and the equivalence classes in (\$ß(ß) being classes in g(/?) = %ß(ß), we have indeed the desired relation (12) .
(32/?) We remark now that the tree %ß of length r -1 verifies the condition 32 in the hypothesis of the theorem. Indeed, let h e 2^ have a rank strictly smaller than r -1; we have u = u/Q where u e 2, u ^ w = p(ß) and u has rank strictly smaller than r. As 2 satisfies 32, there exists a discrete valuation »' of rank r such that t'a v = u for every v e 93, v > u ; we conclude that »' ^ w and »' =v'¡Q is a discrete valuation of rank r -1 of X^, such that »' a v = m for every v = vjQ, veWß, v^ U. We now turn to the consideration of the tree of length I X* = {ô} \j 23. We define a configuration G* = {X*, T*, ft*}.
For this purpose, let T* be the restriction of T to the tree X* and 0^ be the zero homomorphism of T*(ß), while 0*p, 9*ô are the identity isomorphism of corresponding groups. Then, T* is clearly a value function of X*.
We define ft*(/3) = Kß for every /? e 23 and we let %*\ß be the trivial place of Kß. Then ft* is a field function of X* and this shows that G* = {X*, V, ft*} is indeed a configuration. We consider now the tree 2* of K generated by the set SB = {we2| w with rank 1} and we let G* = {2*, w -* w(K), w -* K/w} be the configuration of K generated by the set SB.
We proceed to prove that G* is a prologation of OE*. We remark that p maps X* onto 2* and satisfies obviously the properties which imply that X* is a prolongation of 2*.
As the mapping T* is the restriction of T to X* and 0^ is also the zero homomorphism, then properties 22*, 23* of the definition of prolongation of a configuration are satisfied.
By construction, Kß = ft*(/3) is an extension of Kß = Kjw (where w = p(ß)) and property 25* is also trivially verified.
Finally, G* is an admissible prolongation of G*. Property 28* is trivial, property 29* is satisfied by construction, as Kß | Kß is a separable extension of finite degree; and property 30* is also trivial.
We now prove property 31*: if G*, G*' are equivalence classes in 3*(<5) = 23
we have:
where p(ß) = w for every ße G*, piß') = w' for every /?' e G*'.
We remark that G* = Gi(w) and similarly G*' = G^w'): as &*(ß) = Kß> Klw = Kß, we have to compute [Kß : Kß]. by 27. But, by hypothesis 31, this last sum is in fact independent of the equivalence class G(»), which shows that G* satisfies property 31*. We remark now that 2* satisfies the condition 32* in the hypothesis of the theorem. We have to prove that there exists a discrete valuation w' of rank 1 in K such that w' £ 30. By hypothesis 32, given the trivial valuation of K, there exists a discrete valuation »' of rank r such that »' a » is the trivial valuation for every »e33. We let w' be the unique valuation of rank 1, coarser than »'; w' is discrete and w'^SB.
Hence, the theorem being true for the configuration G* of length 1, there exists a finite extension K\ K such that:
(33*) K| K is separable; (34*) there exists an isomorphism /* of the configuration G* onto the configuration of K generated by the set 2ß of valuations of K which extend the valuations of SB, in such a way that p(y) is equal to the restriction to X of the valuation I*(y) of X ; (35*) for every valuation we SB:
[X: X] = I (w(K): w(X)) • [X/w: X/w] (this sum being over the set /*(£*( w) of valuations w of X which extend w).
We now want to conclude the proof of the theorem by putting together the partial results already obtained.
For that purpose, we define an isomorphism I of the configuration G onto the configuration of X generated by the set 93 of valuations which extend the valutions of 93.
We let 1(0) be the trivial valuation of X, I(ß) = I*(ß) = w for every ß e 93 and finally, if y e 2, y ^ /?, we let I(y) be the unique valuation v of X, v ^ w = /*(/?) such that if w = vQ then v\Q = Iß(y).
The mapping f:2->2 (93) (tree generated by the set 93 of valuations of X extending the valuations of 93) so defined is one-to-one and preserves the order. It is also true that for every y e 2, p(y) is the restriction to X of the valuation I(y) of X ; this is trivial for ô and for each ß e 93 ; if y e 2, y g ß, as pß(y) is the restriction of v = v\Q = lß(y) to K/p(ß) = X^, and v is the unique valuation of X corresponding to v, p(y) is the unique valuation of X corresponding to pß(y), it follows that p(y) is the restriction of I(y) to X.
We must finally prove that for every valuation »e93 we have:
To obtain this relation, we make use of the relations already obtained: This finishes the proof of the theorem.
3. Comments on the theorem.
(36) There is no loss of generality supposing that the given set of valuations (of finite rank) of K is such that every valuation has the same rank, provided we make a reasonable assumption on the existence of sufficiently many valutions of given rank in the field.
In fact, in any case, let » e S3 be of maximal rank r and suppose that for every »i e 33 having rank strictly smaller than r there exists a valuation ut of K, of rank r, such that ut >vl. The set 33i of valuations of rank r so obtained is such that 2(33) S 2(33i) ; moreover, we assume that a modified hypothesis 32 is satisfied for 33i. Then, the theorem is true for 33i, implying its modified validity for 33.
(37) The significance of the theorem may be roughly expressed in the following way: apart from the already known properties and relations satisfied by the residue class fields, value groups, inertial degrees and ramification indices of the prolongations of a discrete valuation of finite rank to a finite separable extension, no other property or relation may be expected to hold in general; furthermore, given a tree generated by a finite set of valuations of K, the tree generated by their prolongations may be given at will, provided the necessary conditions are satisfied.
In other words, no simplification in the general theory of prolongation of Krull valuations should be expected.
(38) About the hypothesis 32, we recall a result by F. K. Schmidt [13] , for valuations of rank 1, which we have generalized for valuations of finite rank
Let K be a field, complete with respect to a discrete valuation » of finite rank r, if »' is a discrete valuation of K of rank r, then »' =» (up to equivalence); similarly, if K is complete with respect to a valuation w' of rank r, then w' = » (up to equivalence).
Hence, if hypothesis 32 is satisfied, then K is not complete with respect to any valuation » e 33.
Thus, if K is complete with respect to a discrete valuation » of rank r, the only case still left out of consideration gives rise to the following result:
Theorem. Let K be a field, complete with respect to a discrete valuation v of rank r; denote by 0 cP, cP2 c ... <= Pr_x erPr=Ai the prime ideals of the valuation ring A of ».
Let us give, for every P¡ # 0, an integer ei ^ 1 so that if i <j then e¡ divides e¡. Let us give, for every P¡ # 0, a finite separable extension Xf of K¡ = K¡vP¡, having degree f¡, and assume that for 0 # P¡ c P} we have:
(17)
/.-*"//■ Then, there exists a field X, which is a separable extension of X, of finite degree n = er-fr such that if v is the unique extension of v to X then We suppose that the theorem has already been proved for a valuation of rank at most r -1.
Let w = vPi, hence K is complete with respect to w, and X = X/w is complete with respect to v = v/Px (see [7] ). Now, »is discrete of rank r -1, for each prime ideal Pj=PjjPx # 0 in the valuation ring of », we have vPj = vPJPx, Kjvp-j = K/vpj, hence, for Px^P¡cz Pj we have Consider now the discrete valuation of rank 1 w of K, for which K is complete. Given the integer ex and the separable extension X| X of degree (er¡ex) ■/" by the validity of the theorem for valuations of rank 1, we deduce the existence of a field X, separable extension of X, of degree ex • (er¡ex) • fr => er • fr such that if w is the only extension of w to X then (w(X):w(X)) = ex, X/w = X.
Let v be the unique valuation of X corresponding to v, that is, finer than w and such that if w = vP¡ then v = vjPx. Then, v is the only prolongation of u to X, because v is the only prolongation of » to X. Moreover K¡vPi = KjvPi where Pf is the prime ideal of the valuation ring A of v, corresponding to P(, P; = PJPX ; as P¡ corresponds to P¡/Px = P¡ then P¡ extends P~ and Kfif, = X¡.
(') In case the residue class field K/v=K is a perfect field, then the theorem might as well be deduced from Hasse-Schmidt-Witt theory of fields, complete with a discrete rank 1 valuation having perfect residue class field (Hasse [3] ).
